Euro area households

Chart 1. Growth of households’ gross disposable income and contributions by income components
(annual percentage changes and percentage point contributions)

[Bar chart showing growth of households' gross disposable income and contributions by income components from 2019 to 2023.]

Chart 2. Growth of households’ non-financial investment and contributions by source of internal and external financing
(annual percentage changes and percentage point contributions)

[Bar chart showing growth of households' non-financial investment and contributions by source of internal and external financing from 2019 to 2023.]

Chart 3. Growth of households’ net worth and contributions by type of asset change
(annual percentage changes and percentage point contributions)

[Bar chart showing growth of households' net worth and contributions by type of asset change from 2019 to 2023.]

Sources: ECB and Eurostat.
Euro area non-financial corporations

Chart 4. Growth of net entrepreneurial income of non-financial corporations and contributions by component
(annual percentage changes and percentage point contributions)

Chart 5. Growth of non-financial investment of non-financial corp. and contributions by source of internal and external financing
(annual percentage changes and percentage point contributions)

Sources: ECB and Eurostat.